My dear Herbert:

I should have written you earlier, but I delayed until I learned the final canvass of the Conservative vote. As you doubtless observed, we succeeded in electing six members. We could not have hoped to elect more. This would, plus the fact that we elected every candidate on our county ticket, is most gratifying, even though Judge Draper and his associates on the ticket were defeated.
Your contribution to the campaign was most helpful.

Without your aid the Democratic plurality would have been overwhelming and the result in Kings County barely would have been different.

I want you to know how much I appreciate all you did. Your speech at the Academy was wonderful and most effective.

You never were in better form. You not only won thousands of votes for our candidates, but gained thousands of new friends for yourself.
Hope you will be able to get a vacation before the legislature meets.

With best wishes to you and Mrs. Lehman, John.

Sincerely,

Frank.

Mr. Herbert H. Lehman
396 Park Ave.
To: Herbert H. Lehman

820 Park Ave.
New York City